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Abstract— Wireless energy charging has been regarded as a
promising technology for prolonging sensor lifetime in wireless
rechargeable sensor networks (WRSNs). Most existing studies
focused on one-to-one charging between a mobile charger and
a sensor that suffers charging scalability and efficiency issues.
A new charging technique – one-to-many charging scheme
that allows multiple sensors to be charged simultaneously by
a single charger can well address the issues. In this paper,
we investigate the use of a mobile charger to charge multiple
sensors simultaneously in WRSNs under the energy capacity
constraint on the mobile charger. We aim to minimize the
sensor energy expiration time by formulating a novel charging
utility maximization problem, where the amount of utility gain
by charging a sensor is proportional to the amount of energy
received by the sensor. We also consider the charging tour
length minimization problem of minimizing the travel distance
of the mobile charger if all requested sensors must be charged,
assuming that the mobile charger has sufficient energy to support
all requested sensor charging and itself travelling. Specifically,
in this paper, we first devise an approximation algorithm with a
constant approximation ratio for the charging utility maximiza-
tion problem if the energy consumption of the mobile charger
on its charging tour is negligible. Otherwise, we develop an
efficient heuristic for it through a non-trivial reduction from
a length-constrained utility maximization problem. We then,
devise the very first approximation algorithm with a constant
approximation ratio for the charging tour length minimization
problem through exploiting the combinatorial property of the
problem. We finally evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms through experimental simulations. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are promising, and
outperform the other heuristics in various settings.

Index Terms— Wireless energy transfer, multi-node energy
charging, approximation algorithms, mobile chargers, charging
tour scheduling, maximal independent set, energy optimization,
wireless rechargeable sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W Ireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely
applied in various industries, from military surveil-

lance and disaster forecasting to cutting-edge smart cities
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and homes [30], [32]. They all rely on ubiquitous sensors to
capture multi-dimensional data from surrounding objects for
various purposes. However, each sensor is usually powered
by an on-board battery with limited energy capacity, sensor
lifetime prolongation remains a critical issue [15]. Although
energy harvesting technologies [7], [19], [20] have been pro-
posed to accumulate energy from ambience such as solar and
wind energy, these methods are sensitive to environments, and
cannot provide stable energy supplies to sensors. Wireless
energy charging was proposed to wirelessly replenish sensor
energy perpetually through a mobile charger [10], [17], [22].
This technology possesses many advantages as it does not
require direct contact between the mobile charger and the
sensor, or even it does not require line-of-sight (LOS) as
long as the charging sensor is within the wireless energy
transmission range of the mobile charger. Also, compared
to renewable energy harvesting, wireless energy transfer can
provide stable energy to sensors. This charging process can be
applied in an on-demand manner when sensory devices request
to be charged. The powerfulness of wireless energy charging
technology has brought wide applications [3], [18], [24].

Despite wireless energy transfer is a promising technique for
sensor charging, the energy charging efficiency and charging
scalability are critical issues. Fortunately, Kurs et al. [11]
proposed a multi-node wireless energy charging scheme,
where multiple sensors can be charged simultaneously by
proper tuning operation frequencies of the sender and the
receiver coils, enabling high energy transfer efficiency and
larger energy transmission range. However, adopting a mobile
charger to charge multiple sensors simultaneously in a WRSN
poses several challenges. First, the energy capacity of the
mobile charger may be insufficient to charge all sensors in
the network before running out of its energy. How to utilize
the limited energy of the mobile charger to charge those most
needed sensors to minimize the number of sensor failures?
how to strive for a non-trivial tradeoff between the amount of
energy consumed for its mechanical movement and the amount
of energy for sensor charging of the mobile charger? and how
to minimize the energy consumption on its travelling if the
mobile charger has sufficient energy to charge all requested
sensors? In this paper, we will address these challenges and
develop efficient solutions for them.

The novelty of this paper lies in the investigation of efficient
charging multiple sensors simultaneously in a WRSN via
wireless energy transfer. We are the first to formulate two novel
scheduling problems for a mobile charger to charge multiple
sensors simultaneously under its energy capacity constraint.
We develop the very first approximation algorithms for the
problems with performance guarantees through striving for a
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non-trivial tradeoff between the amount of energy allocated for
the travelling of the mobile charger and the amount of energy
allocated for sensor charging.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We first
formulate two novel multi-node wireless energy charging prob-
lems under the constraint of either the energy capacity of the
mobile charger or all requested sensors to be charged. We aim
to find a closed charging tour including the depot of a mobile
charger such that either the accumulative charging utility gain
is maximized, or the travelling energy consumption of the
mobile charger on its charging tour is minimized. We then
devise an approximation algorithm with a constant approxi-
mation ratio for the charging utility maximization problem if
the energy consumption of the mobile charger on its travelling
is negligible; otherwise, we develop an efficient heuristic for
the problem. Also, we devise the very first approximation
algorithm with a constant approximation ratio for the charging
tour length minimization problem, provided that the mobile
charger has sufficient energy to support all requested sensor
charging and its travelling. We finally evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithms through experimental simulations.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms
are promising and outperform mentioned benchmark algo-
rithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III introduces notions, notations,
and problem definitions. The NP-hardness of the defined
problems are also shown in this section. Section IV deals with
the charging utility maximization problem. Section V studies
the charging tour length minimization problem. Section VI
evaluates the proposed algorithms empirically, and Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

With the advance in the wireless energy transfer technology
based on strongly magnetic resonances [10], wireless energy
replenishments have been adopted for the lifetime prolongation
of WSNs in literature [13], [22], [26], [31]. There are two types
of wireless energy replenishments: energy radiations [4] and
magnetic resonant coupling. In this paper we focus on wireless
energy charging by magnetic resonant coupling, which has
been regarded as a breakthrough technology for lifetime pro-
longation of sensors in wireless sensor networks [2]. Although
this technology is still in its early stage, there have been several
studies of its applications by deploying a mobile charger
to charge sensors in WRSNs [6], [16], [23]. For example,
Shi et al. [22] theoretically studied applying this technique to
charge sensors in WSNs by periodically dispatching a mobile
charging vehicle such that the network can operate perpet-
ually. Li et al. [13] argued that existing charging schemes
only passively replenish sensors that are deficient in energy
supply, and cannot fully leverage the strength of wireless
energy transfer technology. They instead proposed a ‘charging-
aware’ routing protocol (J-RoC) that incorporates dynamic
energy consumption rates of sensors in the design of data
collection routing protocols. Although this scheme can pro-
actively guide the routing activities and charge energy to
sensors, this makes the design and management of routing
protocols more complicated. For example, the deployed rout-
ing protocols in a sensor network sometimes are required to be
updated periodically due to security concerns of sensing data.
Liang et al. [14], [15] considered an optimization problem

of minimizing the number of mobile chargers to charge a set
of energy-critical sensors, subject to the energy capacity of
each mobile charger, where there are sufficient numbers of
chargers available at a depot, while in this paper we assume
that there is only one mobile charger. Xu et al. [29] argued
that charging a sensor to its full energy capacity may take a
long time, they instead minimize the depletion period of each
sensor by charging each sensor with an amount of energy
to its ‘satisfied’ energy level. Thus, a mobile charger can
charge as many sensors as possible. Ye and Liang [31] recently
studied a charging utility maximization problem under a
one-to-one charging scheme where each sensor has a survival
time window and there is not any energy capacity constraint
on the mobile charger, and provided a pseudo-approximation
algorithm with an approximation ratio of O(log OPT ) for
the problem, where the OPT is the value of the optimal
solution to the problem. Note that this approximation ratio
depends on the value OPT , which is not constant. This paper
deals with the charging utility maximization problem under a
one-to-many charging model, subject to the energy capacity
constraint on the mobile charger. This is a different utility
maximization problem from the one in [31] as they adopt
different charging models. The charging model in [31] is a
one-to-one charging scheme: the mobile charger only charges
one sensor at each its stopping location, and the utility gain
by charging the sensor is inversely proportional to the residual
energy of the sensor. In other words, the utility gain of
charging a sensor is given and fixed, which does not change
in the finding of a charging tour. The charging model adopted
in this paper is a one-to-many charging scheme: the mobile
charger can charge multiple sensors simultaneously within its
energy charging range at each its stopping location. The utility
gain by charging these multiple sensors at each its stopping
location is dynamically changing, depending on that how many
of the sensors in its charging range have not yet been charged.
In other words, the utility gain at each its stopping location is
determined by the number of uncharged sensors (see Eq. (2)).
The technique and method for the problem in [31] thus are
not applicable to the problem in this paper.

In addition to single-node wireless energy charging,
Xie et al. [27] were the first to study multi-node wireless
energy charging in WRSNs by periodically dispatching
a mobile charger. Their approach relied on partitioning a
2-dimensional plane into adjacent hexagonal cells and finding
a set of stopping points which are centers of these hexagonal
cells. Through the scheduling of a mobile charger at these
centers, all sensors in the network can be charged. They aimed
to minimize the energy consumption of the mobile charger
by minimizing the sojourn time at each stopping point.
Xie et al. [28] later further considered the use of a mobile
charger for both sensor charging and data collection with
the aim of minimizing the energy consumption of the whole
network under the constraints that none of the sensors will
run out of energy and all collected data can be relayed to the
base station. For both mentioned studies, they assumed that
the travelling path of the mobile charger is fixed and given in
advance. However, finding a path that includes chosen sojourn
locations for the mobile charger is non-trivial in the multi-node
charging scenario. In addition, Khelladi et al. [8] investigated
an on-demand multi-node charging problem. They aimed at
minimizing the number of stopping points and the energy
consumption of a mobile charger in a charging tour. They
applied a threshold based charging strategy to group requested
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sensors by leveraging a clique partitioning technique.
Wu et al. [25] formulated a cooperative multi-charging
problem by deploying multiple mobile chargers to charge
energy-critical sensors with the aim to minimize the energy
consumption of mobile chargers, and they provide a solution
by applying genetic algorithms. All of these mentioned
studies are based on an assumption that the mobile charger
has enough energy to charge all sensors. However, in reality,
the number of sensors deployed in a WRSN is quite large. It is
unrealistic to charge all sensors by a mobile charger within a
single tour. Thus, it leaves us a challenging question, can we
find a closed charging tour for the mobile charger such that
the accumulative utility gain obtained by charging sensors per
tour is maximized? where the utility gain achieved by charging
a sensor is inversely proportional to its residual energy and
such a utility function can be expressed as a submodular
function to capture the urgency of a sensor to be charged.

To tackle the problems in this paper, we will deal with
a closely related problem – the Travelling Salesman Prob-
lem with Neighborhoods (TSPN) [5], which is defined as
follows. Given a collection of regions (neighborhoods), each
region is represented by a disk covering a certain number
of points, the question is to find a shortest path tour that
passes through each region. The TSPN is NP-hard as it is
a generalization of the classical Euclidean TSP. There is an
approximation algorithm [5] for TSPN with disjoint unit disk
neighborhoods. However, this algorithm for the TSPN cannot
be applied to one of the problems that will be addressed in
this paper – the charging tour length minimization problem.
As each region formed by the mobile charger within its energy
transmission range γ is a disk, each disk with the radius
γ covers some sensor nodes, and some of these disks are
overlapping with each other. It is challenging to find a charging
tour for a mobile charger such that all sensors can be charged
when the mobile charger only stops at the locations in the
tour. Thus, a new algorithm and its analysis techniques for
the problem are desperately needed.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the system model, notions
and notations. We then define the problems precisely.

A. Network Model

We consider a Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Network
Gs = (Vs, Es) that consists of a set Vs of stationary sensors
distributed over a two-dimensional region, and a set Es of
edges (links). There is an edge between two sensors if they
are within the transmission range of each other. There is a fixed
base station, which is the sink node for data collection. Each
sensor v ∈ Vs is powered by an on-board rechargeable battery
with energy capacity Cv , which consumes energy on sensing,
processing, and data transmission and reception. Denote by
REv the residual energy of sensor v at a moment. Without
loss of generality, we assume that there is a sufficient energy
supply to the base station, it thus has no energy constraint.

B. Multi-Node Wireless Energy Charging, A Mobile Charger
And Its Charging Tour

The technique of wireless energy transfer to multiple sen-
sors simultaneously was invented by Kurs et al. [11]. They
showed that the overall energy efficiency can be significantly

Fig. 1. An example of multi-node energy charging by a mobile charger.

improved by proper tuning of the coupled resonators when
multiple receivers instead of a single receiver are charged
simultaneously. This multi-node wireless energy charging
technique is a promising technique that can address both
charging efficiency and scalability for large-scale wireless
rechargeable sensor networks. In this paper, we will adopt this
multi-node energy charging scheme, where multiple sensors
can be charged simultaneously if they are within the energy
transmission range of a mobile charger.

To maintain long-term operations of a WRSN, a mobile
charger is employed to charge the sensors in Vs, which is
a mobile vehicle equipped with a wireless charger that can
charge multiple sensors simultaneously. The mobile charger is
dispatched from its depot v0 which may or may not be co-
located with the base station, and travels along a closed tour
and sojourns at each stopping location in the tour to charge
multiple sensors simultaneously. Ideally, the mobile charger
can stop at any location in the monitoring area. However,
this introduces infinite numbers of potential stopping locations
for the mobile charger. For the sake of problem tractability,
we assume that the mobile charger can only stop at the
locations that are co-located with sensors.

Denote by IE the mobile charger’s energy capacity. When
the mobile charger stops at a sensor node v ∈ Vs, sensor v
and its neighbors in Nc(v) within its energy charging range γ
can be simultaneously charged, where Nc(v) = {u | d(u, v) ≤
γ, u ∈ Vs, u �= v}, d(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between
nodes u and v, and γ is the mobile charger’s charging radius.
Denote by N+

c (v) = {v}∪Nc(v). Only all sensors in N+
c (v)

have been fully charged, the mobile charger can move to
the next stopping location for sensor charging. For the sake
of convenience, we assume that there is no energy loss of
sensors or such energy loss is negligible during this multi-
node charging process. We also assume that the mobile charger
consumes the amount of energy el when travelling per unit
distance.

The base station serves as not only the data collector of the
network but also the scheduler of the mobile charger. When
the mobile charger finishes its charging tour, it will return
to its depot to replenish energy for its next charging tour.
Each charging tour C of the mobile charger is a closed tour
including the depot. Note that the mobile charger consumes
energy on both its mechanical movement and sensor charging,
its total energy consumption per tour thus is upper bounded
by its energy capacity IE. Figure 1 is an illustrative example
of multi-node energy charging by a mobile charger.
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C. Charging Cost and Charging Utility Gain

Intuitively, we should charge sensors with less residual
energy first. Also, we should charge as many sensors as
possible per tour to minimize the number of dead sensors.
To this end, we model the energy charging to a sensor by
a utility function f(·), which is a non-increasing submodular
function on the residual energy of the sensor as a diminishing
return property (i.e., f(x + Δ) − f(x) ≥ f(y + Δ) − f(y)
if x ≤ y, and Δ > 0, where x is the residual energy of the
sensor, if it is charged with the amount of energy Δ, assuming
that both x+Δ ≤ Cv and y+Δ ≤ Cv). In other words, if the
same amount of energy Δ will be charged to a sensor, then
the sensor with less residual energy will have a larger utility
gain. The submodular property of f(·) favors charging sensors
with less residual energy to prolong sensor lifetimes. Define
the charging cost Δv = Cv−REv of charging a single sensor
v ∈ Vs as the amount of energy charged to it. The charging
utility gain gv of sensor v ∈ Vs is the marginal gain of its
utility, i.e., gv = f(Cv)− f(REv). In the multi-node wireless
energy charging scheme, when the mobile charger stops at a
sensor node v, any sensor in N+

c (v) will be charged to its full
capacity if the sensor has not been fully charged.

Denote by S the set of sensors visited (or stopped) by
the mobile charger so far prior to visiting sensor v. The
accumulative utility gain g′(v) of the mobile charger at the
location of sensor v by charging sensor v and its uncharged
neighbors in N+

c (v) thus is

g′(v) =
∑

u∈N+
c (v)\∪s∈SN+

c (s)

(f(Cu)− f(REu)), (1)

while the total amount of charging energy consumed Δ′(v) of
the mobile charger at sensor v is

Δ′(v) =
∑

u∈N+
c (v)\∪s∈SN+

c (s)

Cu −REu

η
, (2)

where η is the charging energy efficiency rate with
0 < η < 1, e.g., it was reported that η ≈ 0.68 in [11].
As the charging range of the mobile charger γ usually is small
(e.g., γ ≈ 2.7 meters in [11]), we here do not distinguish the
charging energy difference among the sensors in the energy
charging range of the mobile charger, in terms of energy
efficiency and their distance from the mobile charger location.
If their residual energy are drastically unbalanced, we may
not charge all of them to their full capacities, instead we
charge them according to a modified utility function. That
is, we will stop charging after a certain period at which
the amount of energy charged further will not lead to the
maximum utility gain per unit energy charged and move to the
next stopping location. Meanwhile, if the distance between a
sensor and the mobile charger needs to be taken into account,
the proposed algorithms can deal with such a case as well,
the only modification is in the calculation of the utility gain
of charging a sensor in Eq. (2), by incorporating the distance
of the sensor to the mobile charger. The proposed algorithms
are still applicable to this general setting, and neither its
performance nor its time complexity will be affected.

D. Problem Definitions

In this paper, we formulate the following three novel
multi-sensor charging optimization problems for the mobile

charger tour scheduling, by leveraging the multi-node charging
technique.

Definition 1: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network
Gs = (Vs, Es), assume that the residual energy REv of
each sensor v ∈ Vs is given. There is a mobile charger
with energy capacity IE and energy charging radius γ, which
is initially located at a depot v0. The charging utility max-
imization problem in Gs is to find a closed charging tour
C = 〈v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk〉 for the mobile charger including
its depot v0 such that the accumulative charging utility gain
g(C) =

∑
vi∈C g′(vi) by the mobile charger is maximized,

subject to the energy capacity constraint IE of the mobile
charger, where the energy of the mobile charger is consumed
for both itself travelling along the tour C and sensor charging.

To solve the charging utility maximization problem,
we define the length-constrained utility maximization prob-
lem under the constraints on both the tour length and the
energy capacity of a mobile charger for sensor charging
as follows. The charging utility maximization problem then
can be reduced to the length-constrained utility maximization
problem, and a solution to the latter will return a solution to
the former.

Definition 2: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network
Gs = (Vs, Es) and a mobile charger with energy capacity
IE for sensor charging only and energy charging radius γ,
and a given tour length constraint L, assuming that the
mobile charger is located at its depot v0 initially, the length-
constrained utility maximization problem in Gs is to find a
closed tour C including the depot v0 for the mobile charger
such that the accumulative utility gain of the nodes in C is
maximized, subject to the sensor charging energy capacity IE
and the tour length L.

In Definition 1, we assume that the energy capacity of the
mobile charger is upper bounded by IE, we aim to charge as
many sensors as possible per tour such that the accumulative
charging utility gain is maximized if not all sensors can be
charged at each tour. However, if a subset V ′ ⊆ Vs of sensors
to be charged is given and the mobile charger has sufficient
energy to charge them, then how to spend the minimum
amount of energy on the charging tour of the mobile charger
to charge all the sensors in V ′ is another challenging question,
which is defined as follows.

Definition 3: Given a wireless sensor network
Gs = (Vs, Es), a base station and a depot v0, a mobile
charger with energy charging range γ, assume that there
is a subset V ′ ⊆ Vs of sensors requested to be charged,
the charging tour length minimization problem is to find such
a closed charging tour C including its depot v0 for the mobile
charger such that the length l(C)of C is minimized while all
sensors in V ′ will be charged during the tour, assuming that
the mobile charger has sufficient energy capacity for sensor
charging and itself travelling.

E. The Christofides Algorithm

Let V be a set of nodes distributed in a 2-D plane,
the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is to find a closed
tour including all the nodes in V such that the tour length
is minimized. This TSP is NP-hard. There is an efficient
algorithm for it due to Christofides [1], which delivers an
approximate solution with an approximation ratio of β = 1.5.
In the rest of this paper, we will make use of the Christofides
algorithm for a set of nodes V in a 2-D plane to find a
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closed tour with the minimum length. We term the Christofides
algorithm as algorithm Closed-Tour(V ).

F. NP Hardness of Problems

In the following we show that all the three defined
optimization problems are NP-hard.

Theorem 1: The charging utility maximization problem is
NP-hard.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
Theorem 2: The decision version of the length-constrained

charging utility maximization problem is NP-hard.
Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �

Theorem 3: The charging tour length minimization problem
is NP-hard, too.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �

IV. ALGORITHM FOR THE CHARGING UTILITY

MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we deal with the charging utility max-
imization problem. We start with a special case of the
length-constrained utility maximization problem where the
tour length constraint of the mobile charger is not considered.
We then consider the length-constrained utility maximization
problem by making use of the special case as its subroutine.
We thirdly solve the charging utility maximization problem
by reducing it to the length-constrained utility maximization
problem. We finally analyze the approximation ratio and time
complexity of the proposed algorithms.

A. Approximation Algorithm for a Special Case of the
Length-Constrained Utility Maximization Problem

Since the tour length constraint L of the mobile charger will
not be considered in this case, the problem is then reduced to
choose a subset of sensors that the mobile charger will visit
them, charge them and their neighbors if their neighbors have
not been charged yet. A closed charging tour is then formed
by including all visited sensors and the depot v0 of the mobile
charger.

We first construct an undirected charging graph
Gc = (Vs, Ec) for the mobile charger as follows. All
sensors in Vs are the potential stopping locations of the
mobile charger during its tour. There is an edge (u, v) ∈ Ec

between two sensors u and v if they are within the energy
charging range γ of the mobile charger when the charger
stops at one of them. Therefore, each sensor in Nc(v) – the
neighbor set of v in Gc, will be charged if it has not been
charged when the mobile charger is located at v.

The proposed approximation algorithm proceeds iteratively.
Let Sk = {v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk} be the set of sensors visited by
the mobile charger so far, i.e., they and their neighbors have
been charged by the mobile charger.

Denote by E(Sk) the total energy consumption of the
mobile charger on sensor charging so far, then

E(Sk) = E(Sk−1) +
∑

u∈N+
c (vk)\∪k−1

j=1 N+
c (vj)

Cu −REu

η
, (3)

assuming that S0 = {v0} and E(S0) = 0. The next node vk to
which the mobile charger moves is the node with the maximum

Algorithm 1 Finding a Closed Charging Tour C for the
Special Length-Constrained Utility Maximization Problem

Input: A WRSN Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, a mobile charger
with energy capacity IE, energy charging range γ, and the
tour length constraint L is not considered.

Output: A v0-rooted closed charging tour C such that the
accumulative charging utility gain of all charged sensors is
maximized.

1: Construct the charging graph Gc = (Vs, Ec);
2: S0 ← {v0}; /* the set of selected sensors */
3: E(S0)← 0; /* the total energy consumed */
4: g(S0)← 0; /* the accumulative charging utility gain */
5: k ← 1; U ← Vs;
6: while U �= ∅ do
7: Choose a sensor node vk ∈ U with the maximum ratio

ρ(vk) in Eq. (4);
8: Calculate Δ′(vk) by Eq. (2); /* the amount of energy

consumed when stopping at vk */
9: if E(Sk−1) + Δ′(vk) ≤ IE then

10: Let Sk ← Sk−1 ∪ {vk}, E(Sk)← E(Sk−1) + Δ′(vk),
g(Sk)← g(Sk−1) + g′(vk), and k ← k + 1;

11: end if
12: U ← U \ {sk};
13: end while
14: Identify a sensor vmax ∈ Vs with the maximum charging

utility gain g′(vmax) =
∑

u∈N+
c (vmax)(f(Cu)− f(REu));

15: if g(Sk) < g′(vmax) then
16: Sk ← {v0, vmax};
17: end if
18: Find a closed tour C, by invoking algorithm

Closed-Tour(Sk) [1];
19: return the closed charging tour C.

ratio ρ(vk) among the nodes in Vs \ Sk−1 and E(Sk) ≤ IE,
where ρ(vk) is defined as follows.

ρ(vk) =
g′(vk)
Δ′(vk)

=

∑
u∈N+

c (vk)\∪k−1
j=1 N+

c (vj)
(f(Cu)− f(REu))

∑
u∈N+

c (vk)\∪k−1
j=1 N+

c (vj)
Cu−REu

η

. (4)

The above procedure continues until the residual energy
of the mobile charger cannot support to charge any sensor.
In other words, the charging tour of the mobile charger
cannot be further extended. When this procedure terminates,
the accumulative charging utility gain by the mobile charger
will be compared to the highest charging utility gain by
charging a single sensor vmax and its neighbors Nc(vmax).
The algorithm then selects the larger one as its solution.

Since the tour length of the mobile charger is not considered,
the energy consumption on travelling the closed tour is negligi-
ble. We find a closed charging tour C that connects all selected
sensors Sk. To be consistent with the rest of discussions,
we optimize the tour such that its length as short as possible,
by invoking the Christofides algorithm Closed-Tour(Sk).
The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
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B. Algorithm for the Length-Constrained Utility
Maximization Problem

The proposed approximation algorithm Algorithm 1
assumed that the tour length constraint of the mobile charger L
is not bounded. We now remove this assumption by taking
the tour length constraint into consideration. In the following,
we start with a candidate solution delivered by the proposed
approximation algorithm, Algorithm 1 for the problem.
If the tour length of the solution is no more than L, then
the solution is a feasible solution. Otherwise, the solution will
be refined by two stages: the compression stage, followed by
the expansion stage.

In the compression stage, we reduce the tour length by
removing some nodes from the tour such that the removal
of a node from the tour results in the minimum reduction on
the utility gain. This procedure continues until the tour length
is bounded by L.

To this end, we first find a closed charging tour C for a set
of selected sensors Sk to maximize the accumulative charging
utility gain, by invoking Algorithm 1. We then examine the
length l(C) of the tour C to see whether l(C) ≤ L. If yes,
then C is a feasible charging tour; otherwise, a sensor v ∈ C
with the minimum ratio ρ(v) will be removed, where ρ(v) is
defined as follows.

ρ(v) =
g′(v)
Δ′(v)

=

∑
u∈N+

c (v)\∪s∈Sk\{v}N+
c (s)(f(Cu)− f(REu))

∑
u∈N+

c (v)\∪s∈Sk\{v}N+
c (s)

Cu−REu

η

.(5)

Assume that a sensor v is to be removed from the charging
tour C and its two neighbors in C are v′ and v′′ respectively,
i.e., there exist two edges (v′, v) and (v, v′′) in C. When
node v is removed, both edges (v′, v) and (v, v′′) are removed,
and a new edge (v′, v′′) is added to the tour. The length l(C)
of the resulting charging tour C is reduced, due to the triangle
inequality property. The procedure of node removals continues
until l(C) ≤ L.

In the expansion stage, we expand the charging tour C by
adding more sensor nodes into C if there is room for the
solution improvement in terms of the tour length bound and/or
the residual energy of the mobile charger, which proceeds
iteratively too. That is, within each iteration, the closed tour C
is expanded by adding a node v ∈ Vs \Sk such that the length
of the resulting charging tour C′ is no greater than L by invok-
ing the Christofides algorithm Closed-Tour(Sk∪{v}), and
the energy spent on sensor charging is still upper bounded
by IE. The detailed algorithm for the length-constrained
utility maximization problem is described in Algorithm 2.

C. Algorithm for the Charging Utility Maximization Problem

We finally deal with the charging utility maximization prob-
lem by reducing it to the length-constrained utility maximiza-
tion problem, and the solution to the latter in turn will return a
solution to the former. Since the mobile charger consumes its
energy on both its tour travelling and sensor charging, its total
energy consumption per tour is upper bounded by its energy
capacity IE.

The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm is to set
a fraction of the energy capacity of the mobile charger for
its mechanical movement and the rest for sensor charging.
The problem then is reduced to the length-constrained utility

Algorithm 2 Finding a Closed Charging Tour C for the
Length-Constrained Utility Maximization Problem

Input: A WRSN Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, a mobile charger
with energy capacity IE, energy charging range γ, and the
charging tour length constraint L.

Output: A closed charging tour C including the depot v0 such
that the accumulative charging utility gain of the mobile
charger is maximized, subject to the tour length L and
energy capacity IE of the mobile charger.

1: Construct the charging graph Gc = (Vs, Ec);
2: Find a charging tour C in Gc for a set Sk of sensors with

charging cost E(Sk) ≤ IE, by invoking Algorithm 1;
3: if l(C) ≤ L then
4: return the closed tour C; /* the solution is feasible */
5: else
6: /* The compression stage: */;
7: k ← |Sk| − 1 /* the depot v0 is not considered */;
8: while l(C) > L do
9: Choose a sensor v ∈ Sk with the minimum ratio ρ(v)

by Eq. (5);
10: Let Sk−1 ← Sk \ {v}, E(Sk−1) ← E(Sk) − Δ′(v),

k ← k − 1;
11: Remove sensor v from the charging tour C;
12: end while
13: /* The expansion stage: */;
14: U ← Vs \ Sk;
15: while U �= ∅ do
16: Choose a sensor v ∈ U that with the maximum utility

gain g′(v) by Eq. (1);
17: Find a closed tour C′, by invoking algorithm

Closed-Tour(Sk ∪ {v}) [1];
18: Calculate Δ′(v) by Eq. (2); /* the amount of energy

consumed when stopping at v */
19: if l(C′) ≤ L and E(Sk) + Δ′(v) ≤ IE then
20: Let Sk+1 ← Sk ∪ {v}, E(Sk+1)← E(Sk) + Δ′(v),

C ← C′, and k ← k + 1;
21: end if
22: U ← U \ {v};
23: end while
24: return the closed charging tour C of the mobile charger.
25: end if

maximization problem. Specifically, assume that the mobile
charger travels at constant speed with the amount el of energy
consumed per unit length, and further assume that a fraction α
of its energy capacity will be consumed for travelling with
0 < α < 1, then its travelling tour length will be upper
bounded by L with L = α·IE

el
. The rest amount of energy

IEc = (1 − α) · IE of the mobile charger will be used for
sensor charging. A feasible solution to the length-constrained
utility maximization problem, delivered by by Algorithm 2,
will return a feasible solution to the charging utility maximiza-
tion problem.

The key thus is to choose a proper α such that the accu-
mulative utility gain of the closed tour C is maximized. If the
value of α is too small, the closed tour is short and less
numbers of sensors will be charged; otherwise, less energy
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Algorithm 3 Finding a Closed Charging Tour C for the
Charging Utility Maximization Problem

Input: A WRSN Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, a mobile charger
with energy capacity IE and energy charging range γ.

Output: A closed charging tour C including the depot v0 such
that the accumulative charging utility gain of all charged
sensors is maximized, subject to the energy capacity con-
straint on the mobile charger.

1: Construct the charging graph Gc = (Vs, Ec);
2: max← 0; /* the maximum charging utility gain */
3: C ← ∅; /* the closed tour for the mobile charger */
4: α← ε; /* ε is a given value with 0 < ε < 1 */
5: while α < 1 do
6: Let L← α·IE

el
and IEc ← (1− α) · IE;

7: Find a closed charging tour C(L) with the charging
utility gain g(C(L)) under the constraints on both the
tour length L and the energy capacity IEc for sensor
charging, by invoking Algorithm 2;

8: if g(C(L)) > max then
9: max← g(C(L));

10: C ← C(L);
11: end if
12: α← α + ε;
13: end while
14: return the closed charging tour C.

will be consumed on sensor charging. Therefore, there is a
non-trivial tradeoff between the amount of energy allocated
to the mechanical movement of the mobile charger and the
amount of energy allocated to sensor charging. We will find
an α such that the accumulative utility gain of the mobile
charger is maximized. The detailed algorithm for the charging
utility maximization problem is given in Algorithm 3.

D. Analysis on the Proposed Algorithms

The rest is to analyze the time complexities of the three
proposed algorithms. We first show the approximation ratio of
Algorithm 1, by adopting the analytical technique similar to
the one in [9]. We here abuse the notation OPT that denotes
both the optimal solution and the value of the optimal solution
interchangeably. Recall that sensor vk is the kth node added
to the solution Sk. Let vk′ be the first sensor in OPT that
has not been added to the solution yet by Algorithm 1 due
to the fact that if it were added, the charging energy capacity
constraint IE of the mobile charger will be violated. We thus
have the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Given a set S, let g(S) =
∑

s∈S g′(s). Then,
for each iteration k with 1 ≤ k ≤ k′, we have that
(i) g(Sk) − g(Sk−1) ≥ Δ′(vk)

IE (OPT − g(Sk−1)); and

(ii) g(Sk) ≥ OPT · (1−∏k
j=1(1 − Δ′(vj)

IE )).

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
Lemma 2: [9] Let b and A be two positive numbers, and let

a = (a0, a1, · · · , an) be a sequence of positive numbers such
that

∑n
j=0 aj ≥ b·A. Then, function λ(a) = 1−∏n

j=0(1− aj

A )
achieves its minimum when aj = b · A

n+1 for all j with 0 ≤
j ≤ n, and that λ(a) ≥ 1− (1− b

n+1 )n+1 ≥ 1− e−b.

Theorem 4: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network
Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, and a mobile charger with energy
capacity IE and energy charging range γ, there is an approx-
imation algorithm with an approximation ratio of 1

2 · (1− 1
e ),

Algorithm 1, for a special case of the length-constrained
utility maximization problem where the tour length of the
mobile charger is not considered. The algorithm takes O(|Vs|3)
time.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
We then analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 5: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network

Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, a mobile charger with energy
charging range γ and energy capacity IE for sensor charg-
ing, and the tour length constraint L, there is an algorithm,
Algorithm 2, for the length-constrained utility maximiza-
tion problem, which takes O(|Vs|3|) time to deliver a feasible
solution for the problem.

Proof: The analysis of the time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is trivial, omitted. �

We finally analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 3.
Theorem 6: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network

Gs = (Vs, Es), a depot v0, and a mobile charger with
energy charging range γ and energy capacity IE for both
the mechanical movement of the mobile charger and sensor
charging, there is an algorithm, Algorithm 3, for the charg-
ing utility maximization problem, which takes O(|Vs|3/ε) time
and delivers a feasible solution, where ε is a given constant
with 0 < ε < 1.

Proof: The analysis of the time complexity of
Algorithm 3 is trivial, omitted. �

V. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR THE CHARGING

TOUR LENGTH MINIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we investigate the charging tour length
minimization problem by devising a novel approximation
algorithm with a provable approximation ratio for it.

A. Algorithm Overview

The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm is to find
a non-trivial lower bound on the optimal solution of the
problem. This lower bound in fact is a lower bound on the
optimal solution of the problem in a subset of sensors (i.e.,
a maximal independent set of sensors) of set V ′ with V ′ ⊆ Vs.
We then find an approximate closed tour to cover all sensors
centralized in the nodes in the maximal independent set.
We also identify another subset of sensors for other sensors
that cannot be covered by the disks with radius γ centralized
at the nodes in the maximal independent set, and expand the
closed tour including these identified sensors. We finally show
that the expanded closed tour is also bounded. An approximate
solution to the charging tour length minimization problem will
be obtained eventually.

B. Approximation Algorithm

We first construct an auxiliary graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where
V ′ (V ′ ⊆ Vs) is the set of sensors requested to be charged,
and there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E′ between two sensor nodes
u ∈ V ′ and v ∈ V ′ if their Euclidean distance is no greater
than 2γ, i.e., d(u, v) ≤ 2γ, where γ is the wireless energy
charging range of the mobile charger.
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Fig. 2. An example of an optimal tour for a TSPN with disjoint disks.

We then find a maximal independent set MIS in G′ includ-
ing the depot node v0. Denote by {u1, u2, . . . , up} the set
MIS, thus p is the cardinality of set MIS. Denote by R(ui, γ)
the disk centered at ui with radius γ, which is a disk that
sensor ui can be charged by the mobile charger co-located at
any sensor in the disk, i.e., any sensor in N+

c (ui). It can be
seen that these p disks are disjoint with each other, and no two
nodes in set MIS can be simultaneously charged if the mobile
charger stops only at any location of the sensors in set MIS,
which will be shown later.

Consider the Travelling Salesman Problem with disjoint
Neighborhoods (TSPN) for visiting the p disjoint disks cen-
tering at the nodes in set MIS [5]. Denote by LOPT the length
of an optimal solution for the TSPN (e.g., see Fig. 2). It can
be seen that LOPT is a lower bound on value of the optimal
solution for the charging tour length minimization problem for
charging nodes in V ′, as set MIS is only a subset of V ′.

Let V ′
1 be the set of sensors covered (charged) by the p

disjoint disks, then V ′
1 = ∪u∈MISN+

c (u). Let V ′
2 = V ′ \ V ′

1 .
We then need to identify sensors that cannot be covered by
these p disks, i.e., sensors in set V ′

2 = V ′ \ ∪u∈MISN+
c (u).

We later show that all the sensors in V ′
2 will be covered by

concentric disks R(ui, 2γ) of disks R(ui, γ) with radius 2γ,
i.e., all sensors in V ′ will be covered by p disks with radius
2γ that are concentric with the p disks centralized at the nodes
in set MIS. Denote by V R(u, 2γ) the set of sensors covered
by disk R(u, 2γ) but R(u, γ), i.e., V R(u, 2γ) = V (u, 2γ) \
V (u, γ), where V (u, γ) is the set of sensors covered by disk
R(u, γ). Thus, V ′

2 = ∪u∈MISV R(u, 2γ).
We now show how to charge the sensors in V ′

2 . Specifically,
the sensors in V R(u, 2γ) for each u ∈MIS can be covered,
by identifying a subset of sensors in V R(u, 2γ) as the stop-
ping locations of the mobile charger. We choose one sensor
v ∈ V R(u, 2γ) that covers the maximum number of uncovered
sensors in it, a disk centered at v with radius γ then is found,
the sensors in V ′

2 covered by this disk will be removed from
V R(u, 2γ) \ V (u, γ). We then choose the next one from the
remaining sensors, and this process continues until all sensors
in V R(u, 2γ) are covered. Denote by Vu the set of chosen
sensors from set V (u, 2γ) \ V (u, γ).

Having identified set Vu for each node u in set MIS, a closed
tour C that consists of the nodes in MIS ∪⋃

u∈MIS Vu then
can be found, by applying an approximation algorithm for the
TSP problem [1]. The tour C is an approximate solution to the
charging tour length minimization problem, and the detailed
algorithm for the problem thus is described in Algorithm 4.

C. Algorithm Analysis

In the following, we analyze the approximation ratio and
time complexity of Algorithm 4. We first show that the

Algorithm 4 Finding a Closed Charging Tour C for the
Charging Tour Length Minimization Problem

Input: A WRSN Gs = (Vs, Es) with a subset of sensors
V ′ ⊆ Vs requested to be charged, a depot v0, a mobile
charger with sufficient energy capacity and energy charging
range γ.

Output: A closed tour C including the depot v0 such that the
length of the closed tour C is minimized while all sensors
in V ′ are charged.

1: Construct an auxiliary graph G′ = (V ′, E′);
2: Find a maximal independent set MIS including the depot

v0 of the mobile charger in G′;
3: for each node u ∈MIS do
4: Identify a subset Vu of sensors in V R(u, 2γ);
5: end for;
6: Find a closed tour C consisting of nodes

in MIS ∪ ∪u∈MISVu, by invoking algorithm
Closed-Tour(MIS ∪ ∪u∈MISVu);

7: return the closed tour C.

charging tour C obtained is feasible, i.e., every sensor in V ′
will be charged by the mobile charger when traversing along
tour C. We then show a non-trivial lower bound on the length
of an optimal solution (tour).

Lemma 3: All sensors in V ′ will be covered (charged)
by the coverage union of disks

⋃
u∈MIS R(u, 2γ). Then, all

sensors in V ′ are covered by tour C.
Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �

Given an optimal tour C∗ to the charging tour length
minimization problem with length |C∗|, the rest is to analyze
the approximation ratio of Algorithm 4, i.e., the ratio of
the length |C| of tour C to the length |C∗| of tour C∗.

Let |C′| be the length of an optimal tour C′ of the TSP
problem for visiting the p nodes in set MIS, and let L(u) be
the length of an optimal tour of the TSP problem for visiting
nodes in Vu for each u in set MIS. Then, the length |C| of
tour C is bounded by

|C| ≤ (|C′|+
∑

u∈MIS

L(u)) · β, (6)

where β is the best approximation ratio of the TSP problem
so far, i.e., β = 1.5 [1]. We then bound the lengths |C′| and∑

u∈MIS L(u) in Ineq. (6) as follows.

We first bound the tour length |C′|. There are p disjoint
disks with each centered at a node in set MIS with radius γ.
And no two sensors in set MIS can be simultaneously charged
if the mobile charger stops only at any one of their locations,
since the maximum charging range of the mobile charger is γ,
see Lemma 5.

Lemma 4: Given a maximal independent set MIS =
{u1, u2, . . . , up} of graph G′ = (V ′, E′) that contains the
depot node v0, let R(ui, γ) be the disk with radius γ and
centered at ui that contains all sensors in N+

c (ui). Then,
N+

c (ui) ∩N+
c (uj) = ∅ if i �= j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
Lemma 5: To charge all sensors in V ′, the mobile charger

stops at least p = |MIS| locations that are co-located with
the sensors in V ′, assuming that the depot v0 is included in
set MIS. In other words, no two sensors in set MIS can be
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simultaneously charged when the mobile charger stops only at
any one of the p locations.

Proof: The claim is directly derived from Lemma 4,
omitted. �

Consider the TSPN with the p disjoint disks centered
at locations in set MIS. Let LOPT be the length of an
optimal tour for the TSPN, which is a lower bound on the
optimal solution to the charging tour length minimization
problem. By adopting a proof technique due to Dumitrescu
and Mitchell [5], the length of tour C′ is bounded as follows.

Lemma 6: The length |C′| of tour C′ is no more than
(1 + 8/π)|C∗|+ 8γ.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
Recall that LOPT is the length of an optimal charging tour

for the TSPN with disjoint disks. Clearly, LOPT is a lower
bound on the optimal solution to the charging tour length
minimization problem as the mobile charger travelling along
this charging tour can only charge some but not all sensors
in V ′. Following Ineq. (14) in the proof body of Lemma 6,
the lower bound of the optimal solution is no less than LOPT ,
where

LOPT ≥ |C
′| − 8 · γ

1 + 8/π
≥ |C|/β − 8 · γ

1 + 8/π
. (7)

The value of LOPT will serve as the optimal performance
benchmark for the proposed approximation algorithm in later
experimental evaluation, where C is an approximation of C′
with |C| ≤ β|C′| by the Christofides algorithm [1].

We then bound the length sum of tour segments∑
u∈MIS L(u) by the following lemma.
Lemma 7: The length sum of tour segments

∑
u∈MIS L(u)

is no more than 4
√

2πpγ, where p = |MIS|.
Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �

We now analyze the approximation ratio of Algorithm 4.
By combining Eq. (6) and lemmas 7 and 8, the length |C| of
tour C delivered by Algorithm 4 is bounded as follows.

Lemma 8: The length of the closed tour C covering all
sensors in V ′, delivered by Algorithm 4, is no more than
((1+16

√
2+ 8

π )|C∗|+(8+16
√

2)γ)·β, where |C∗| is the length
of an optimal tour to the charging tour length minimization
problem and β = 1.5.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �
We finally have the following theorem.
Theorem 7: Given a wireless rechargeable sensor network

Gs = (Vs, Es) with a subset of sensors V ′ ⊆ Vs requested to
be charged, a depot v0, and a mobile charger with sufficient
energy capacity, there is an approximation algorithm with
an approximation ratio 40, Algorithm 4, for the charging
tour length minimization problem, assuming that the energy
charging range γ is far less than the length of an optimal tour
|C∗| (i.e., γ � |C∗|). The algorithm takes O(|V ′|3) time.

Proof: See the proof in Appendix. �

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms for the charging utility maximization problem
and the charging tour length minimization problem through
experimental simulations. We also investigate the impact of
important parameters on the algorithm performance.

A. Experimental Environment Settings

We consider a WRSN consisting of sensors with a
moderate size from 200 to 1,200 randomly distributed in

a 100 × 100 square meters. We assume that the base station
and the depot are co-located at the center of the monitoring
area. The energy capacity of the battery of each sensor is
set at 10.8 kJ [22]. The residual energy of each sensor is
randomly drawn from (0, 10.8] kJ . The energy capacity IE
of the mobile charger is set at 4, 000 kJ and 40, 000 kJ
for the moderate and large size monitoring areas respectively.
The energy charging range of the mobile charger is set at
2.7 meters [8], and its charging energy efficiency rate η
is set at 0.68 [11]. The energy consumption of the mobile
charger per unit distance (1 meter) is set at 600 J [21]. The
submodular utility function f(x) used for charging a sensor
is log(x + 1) [16]. The value in each figure is the mean of
the results out of 50 WRSN instances of the same size. The
running time of an algorithm is obtained based on a machine
with 3.4 GHz Intel i7 Quad-core CPU and 16 GB RAM.
Unless otherwise specified, these parameters will be adopted
in the default setting.

To evaluate the performance of Algorithm 3 for the
charging utility maximization problem, we here introduce
an iterative benchmark heuristic K-Lookahead as follows.
It starts with a charging closed tour C at the depot of the
mobile charger. It then expands the tour iteratively, by adding
up to K sensors to the tour at each iteration until the energy
capacity constraint IE of the mobile charger is run out.
Instead of searching each potential node individually as the
next node of the tour, it explores a group of K (≥ 1) nodes
within each iteration and adds the group of K nodes with the
maximum ratio of their accumulative charging utility gain to
their charging energy cost into the tour C. This procedure
continues until no more sensors can be added to the tour
without violating the energy capacity constraint of the mobile
charger.

We evaluate the performance of Algorithm 3 not only
under a synthetic sensor energy consumption model but also
a real sensor energy consumption model [12]. The amounts
Psense, PRx, and PTx of energy consumed of each sensor
v on data sensing, data reception and transmission in the
real sensor energy consumption model are Psense = λ × bv,
PRx = γ×bRx

v , and PTx = (β1 +β2 dα
uv)×bTx

v , respectively,
where bv (in bps) is the data sensing rate of sensor v that
is randomly drawn from [1, 10] kbps [22], bRx

v and bTx
v are

its data reception and transmission rates respectively, duv

is the Euclidean distance between sensors u and v, and α
is a constant that is equal to 2 or 4. In this experiment,
we set α as 2. We assume each sensor v performs data
aggregations on both pass-by traffic and self-sensed data. Thus,
bTx
v = bRx

v +bv, where λ = 60×10−9J/b, β1 = 45×10−9J/b,
β2 = 10 × 10−12J/b/m2 when α = 2, and
γ = 135× 10−9J/b [12].

To evaluate the performance of Algorithm 4 for the
charging tour length minimization problem, we propose an
efficient heuristic MIS based on a Maximal Independent
Set (MIS) in the charging graph Gc. The construction of set
MIS is as follows. We first construct the charging graph Gc

for set V ′ ⊆ Vs of requested sensors. We then find a
maximal independent set Vmis ⊆ V ′ in Gc. A closed tour C
can then be obtained by applying the Christofides algorithm
Closed-Tour(Vmis ∪ {v0}) [1]. The nodes in Vmis will be
visited by the mobile charger along the closed tour. Due to the
property of the maximal independent set, all requested sensors
in V ′ will be either on the closed tour C or one hop from a
node in C.
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Fig. 3. Performance of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in a WRSN consisting of sensors from 200 to 1,200. (a) The accumulative charging utility gain.
(b) The total energy on sensor charging. (c) The tour length of the mobile charger. (d) The running times.

Fig. 4. Performance of Algorithm 3 and algorithm K-Lookahead in a WRSN consisting of sensors from 200 to 1,200. (a) The accumulative charging
utility gain. (b) The total amount of energy consumption on sensor charging. (c) The tour length of the mobile charger. (d) The running times.

Fig. 5. Performance of Algorithm 3 and algorithm K-Lookahead in a WRSN under a real sensor energy consumption model [12]. (a) The accumulative
charging utility gain. (b) The accumulative inactive time of sensors out of energy. (c) The tour length of the mobile charger. (d) The running times.

B. Algorithm Performance for the Charging Utility
Maximization Problem

We first evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2 for the length-constrained utility maximization
problem, by varying the number of sensor nodes from 200 to
1,200 while fixing the tour length L at 800 meters.

It can be seen from Figure 3(a) that the charging utility
gain by Algorithm 2 is around from 73.99% to 90.11%
of the one by Algorithm 1, due to the fact that the tour
length of the mobile charger in Algorithm 1 is unbounded
while it is bounded in Algorithm 2. Figure 3(b) and 3(c)
demonstrated that the amount of energy consumed on sensor
charging by Algorithm 1 nearly reaches the energy capacity
IE of the mobile charger, while in the solution delivered
by Algorithm 2, the mobile charger does not run out of
its energy for sensor charging due to the limited tour length
constraint. Also, as depicted in Figure 3(c), the tour length of
the mobile charger by Algorithm 1 is always longer than
the tour length constraint L in Algorithm 2. It can be seen
from Figure 3(d) that Algorithm 2 takes a much longer time
than that of Algorithm 1 as refining its initial candidate
solution takes time. However, with the increase on network
size, the initial candidate solution by Algorithm 2 is very
likely to be feasible and the running time of the algorithm
decreases.

We then investigate the performance of Algorithm 3
against algorithm K-Lookahead for the charging utility
maximization problem, by varying the number of sensors
from 200 to 1,200 in a moderate size network and from
10,000 to 100,000 in a large network while fixing K at 2,
under both synthetic and real sensor energy consumption
models.

Under the synthetic sensor energy consumption model,
it can be seen from Figure 4(a) that Algorithm 3 out-
performs algorithm K-Lookahead in all cases, and the
performance gap between them becomes larger with the
growth of the network size. It can also be seen from
Figure 4(b), and 4(c) that the tour length of the mobile
charger by Algorithm 3 is less than that by algorithm
K-Lookahead, this implies that Algorithm 3 will have
more energy on sensor charging. Furthermore, the running
time of algorithm K-Lookahead grows rapidly with the
increase on network size.

Under the real sensor energy consumption model in [12],
the performance of Algorithm 3 against algorithm
K-Lookahead is evaluated as follows. Once the number of
sensors running out of their energy reaches 10 percent of the
network size, the mobile charger will be dispatched by the
base station from its depot to charge the sensors. Figure 5
depicts the performance curves of these two algorithms. Notice
that algorithm K-Lookahead only serves as a benchmark,
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Fig. 6. Performance of different algorithms in a WRSN consisting of sensors
from 200 to 1,200. (a) The charging tour length. (b) The running times.

thus, the actual energy charging process is performed by
Algorithm 3 in each round, and 50 rounds of charging
process are recorded. From Figure 5(a), it can be seen that
Algorithm 3 outperforms algorithm K-Lookahead in all
cases, and the performance gap between them becomes larger
and larger with the increase on the network size. Charging
utility delivered by Algorithm 3 is always more than that
by algorithm K-Lookahead. Also, it can be seen from
Figure 5(c) that the tour length of the mobile charger by
Algorithm 3 is less than that by algorithm K-Lookahead,
thus Algorithm 3 will have more energy on sensor charging.
As a result, as shown in Figure 5(b), the accumulative inactive
time of all sensors in the network by Algorithm 3 is
much less than that by algorithm K-Lookahead in all
cases. Figure 5(d) depicts the running times of the two
algorithms.

C. Algorithm Performance for the Charging Tour Length
Minimization Problem

We finally study the performance of Algorithm 4 against
a heuristic MIS, by varying the number of sensors from
200 to 1,200 in a moderate size network. We also evaluate the
solution from an optimal solution by adopting a conservative
estimation on the optimal solution. That is, we make use of
the lower bound LOPT on the optimal solution calculated by
Ineq. (7) as an estimation of the optimal solution, and we term
this lower bound curve LB_OPT. Notice that the lower bound
LOPT may be far from the optimal solution OPT .

It can be seen from Figure 6(a) that Algorithm 4 delivers
a solution within 4.22 to 5.06 times the lower bound of the
corresponding optimal solutions. This empirical approxima-
tion ratio is much better than its analytical counterpart 40.
In addition, the charging tour length by Algorithm 4 is
much less than the one by algorithm MIS in all cases, and their
performance gap becomes larger and larger with the increase
on the network size. Figure 6(b) depicts the running times of
the mentioned two algorithms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied the use of a mobile charger to
charge multiple sensors simultaneously in a WRSN. We first
formulated a novel charging utility maximization problem
under the energy capacity constraint on the mobile charger.
We also studied the charging tour length minimization problem
if all requested sensors must be charged and the mobile
charger has sufficient energy to do so. We showed that
both problems are NP-hard, and instead developed efficient
approximation and heuristic algorithms for them. We finally

evaluated the proposed algorithms through experimental sim-
ulations. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithms are promising, and outperform other heuristics
significantly.

APPENDIX

Proof for Theorem 1

Proof: We prove the NP-hardness of the charging utility
maximization problem through a reduction from a well known
NP-hard problem – the knapsack problem that is defined as
follows. Given a bin capacity B, and a set A of items with each
item aj ∈ A having a specified size s(aj) and a profit p(aj),
the problem is to pack as many items as possible to the bin
such that the total profit is maximized, subject to the bin
capacity B.

We show that an instance of the knapsack problem can
be reduced to an instance of the charging utility maximiza-
tion problem. Specifically, the bin corresponds to the mobile
charger with energy capacity B. A set A = {a1, . . . , an} of
items corresponds to a set of sensors to be charged by the
mobile charger in the network. Each sensor aj will be charged
with an amount of energy s(aj) to its full capacity, while the
charging utility gain is p(aj) for all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

We assume that no two sensors are within the energy charg-
ing range of the mobile charger at the same time. We further
assume that the energy consumption of the mechanical move-
ment of the mobile charger can be neglected. The charging
utility maximization problem is to charge a subset of sensors
by the mobile charger such that the accumulative charging
utility gain is maximized, subject to the energy capacity B of
the mobile charger. It can be seen that a solution to this special
charging utility maximization problem returns a solution to
the knapsack problem, and the reduction is polynomial. The
theorem thus follows. �

Proof for Theorem 2

Proof: We show that the decision version of the length-
constrained charging utility maximization problem is NP-hard,
by a reduction from the following TSP problem.

Given a complete graph G[V ] with |V | = n, assume
that each edge in G[V ] is assigned a weight either 1 or 2,
the decision version of TSP in G[V ] is to determine whether
there is a Hamiltonian cycle C in G[V ] such that the weighted
sum of the edges in C is n.

We construct an instance G′[V ] of the length-constrained
utility maximization problem from the instance of the TSP
problem, where G′[V ] is a complete graph with |V | = n, too.
Each edge is assigned a weight that is identical to its cor-
responding one in G[V ], which is the length of the mobile
charger travelling along the edge. Each node in G′[V ] is
assigned a weight of 1, corresponding to the amount of energy
to charge the node, and the charging utility gain assigned to
it. We assume that the mobile charger has an energy charging
range γ = 0, i.e., the mobile charger only visits each sensor
to charge it. Given a depot node v0 in G′[V ] and an integer n,
assume that the energy capacity IE of the mobile charger
is n, and its tour length constraint L is n, the decision version
of the length-constrained utility maximization problem is to
determine whether there is a closed charging tour including
the depot v0 for the mobile charger such that the total charging
utility gain collected from the nodes in C is n, subject to that
the total energy consumption in C is no more than IE (= n),
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and the total tour length of the mobile charger is no more than
L (= n). Clearly, if there is an optimal solution to the length-
constrained utility maximization problem, there is an optimal
solution to the TSP problem. �

Proof for Theorem 3

Proof: The NP-hardness of the charging tour length
minimization problem, can be shown by a reduction from the
well-known NP-hard TSP problem as follows.

A set V of vertices in a TSP instance corresponds to a set
of sensors to be charged by the mobile charger plus the depot
node v0. We assume that the mobile charger has an energy
charging range γ = 0. That is to say, the mobile charger only
visits each requested sensor to charge it. We aim to find a
closed tour with the minimum length containing all sensor
nodes. It can be seen that a solution to this special charging
tour length minimization problem is a solution to the TSP
problem. The theorem thus follows. �

Proof for Lemma 1

Proof: We first show Claim (i). For each sensor in OPT \
Sk−1, the ratio of its charging utility gain with its neighbors’
to its charging cost is bounded by g′(vk)

Δ′(vk) , since the greedy
strategy always selects a sensor vk with the maximum ratio
ρ(vk) from set Vs \Sk−1. Since the total charging energy IE
is a constraint on the charging utility gain of the set of sensors
in OPT \Sk−1 with their neighbors (in other words, the total
energy received by sensors in OPT \Sk−1 and their neighbors
must be less than IE), we have

OPT − g(Sk−1) ≤ g(OPT \ Sk−1) ≤ IE · g′(vk)
Δ′(vk)

. (8)

Following the definition of charging utility gain of a sensor
that g′(vk) = g(Sk)− g(Sk−1), we have

g(Sk)− g(Sk−1) ≥ Δ′(vk)
IE

(OPT − g(Sk−1)). (9)

We then show Claim (ii) by mathematical induction on the
number of iterations k with 1 ≤ k ≤ k′. Initially, when k = 1,
g(S1) = g′(v1) =

∑
u∈N+

c (v1)

(
f(Cu) − f(REu)

)
. We need

to show that g′(v1) ≥ OPT · Δ′(v1)
IE . This follows from the

fact that the ratio g′(v1)
Δ′(v1) for sensor v1 is the maximum one

among all sensors in Vs, and the charging cost of the optimal
solution is bounded by IE.

Suppose that g(Sk) ≥ OPT ·
(
1 − ∏k

j=1

(
1 − Δ′(vj)

IE

))

holds for iteration k with 1 ≤ k < k′. We now show that it
also holds for k + 1. By Claim (i), we have

g(Sk) ≥ g(Sk−1) +
Δ′(vk)

IE

(
OPT − g(Sk−1)

)

= (1− Δ′(vk)
IE

) · g(Sk−1) +
Δ′(vk)

IE
·OPT

≥ (1− Δ′(vk)
IE

) ·
(

OPT ·
(
1−

k−1∏

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

IE

)))

+
Δ′(vk)

IE
·OPT by inductive hypothesis,

=
(
1− Δ′(vk)

IE
− (

1− Δ′(vk)
IE

) ·
k−1∏

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

IE

))

·OPT +
Δ′(vk)

IE
·OPT

= OPT ·
(
1−

k∏

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

IE

))
. (10)

The lemma thus follows. �

Proof for Theorem 4

Proof: By Lemma 1, we have g(Sk′) ≥ OPT ·
(1−∏k′

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

IE

)
). Following Algorithm 1, we have

E(Sk′) = E(Sk′−1)+Δ′(vk′ ) > IE, as the addition of sensor
vk′ to Sk′ will violate the charging energy capacity constraint
IE of the mobile charger. Then,

g(Sk′) ≥ OPT
(
1−

k′∏

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

E(Sk′)
))

= OPT
(
1−

k′∏

j=1

(
1− Δ′(vj)

Δ′(v1) + Δ′(v2) + · · ·+ Δ′(vk′ )
))

as E(Sk′) = Δ′(v1) + Δ′(v2) + · · ·+ Δ′(vk′ ),

≥ OPT · (1− (1− 1
k′ )

k′)

by Lemma 2 where A = IE, b = 1, and ai = Δ′(vi),
≥ OPT · (1− 1/e) when k′ →∞. (11)

On the other hand, the maximum charging utility gain can be
achieved by charging sensor vmax ∈ Vs and its neighbors in
Nc(vmax), we thus have g(Sk′−1) + g′(vmax) ≥ g(Sk′−1) +
g′(sk′) = g(Sk′) ≥ OPT · (1− 1

e ).
Since Algorithm 1 will select the larger one

between g(Sk′−1) and g′(vmax), the solution delivered
by Algorithm 1 is at least 1

2 (1 − 1
e ) ·OPT .

The rest is to analyze the time complexity of
Algorithm 1. The algorithm consists of O(|Vs|) iterations.
Within each iteration, identifying a sensor vk with the
maximum ratio ρ(vk) takes O(|Vs|) time. The algorithm thus
takes O(|Vs|2) time for O(|Vs|) iterations. Choosing a single
sensor vmax with the maximum charging utility gain takes
O(|Vs|) time, while finding a closed charging tour C takes
O(|Vs|3) time. Algorithm 1 thus takes O(|Vs|3) time. �

Proof for Lemma 3

Proof: We show that each sensor in V ′ will be covered by
∪u∈MISR(u, 2γ). Clearly, if a sensor is within disk R(u, γ)
for each u ∈ MIS, it will be covered (charged) as there
is a closed tour with length LI going through the center
u of disk R(u, γ) for each u ∈ MIS. Now, if a sensor
v �∈ ∪u∈MISR(u, γ), then we show that it must be in⋃

u∈MIS R(u, 2γ) by contradiction. Assume that v is not in⋃
u∈MIS R(u, 2γ), then the Euclidean distance between v and

a nearest node in its nearest disk R(u′, 2γ) with u′ ∈MIS is
larger than 2γ, this implies that node v should be included
in the MIS by the construction of G′. This results in a
contradiction. Thus, each sensor in V ′ will be covered by⋃

u∈MIS R(u, 2γ). �
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Fig. 7. An extended closed tour contains each center u of a disk for each
u ∈ MIS.

Proof for Lemma 4

Proof: We show the claim by contradiction. Assume that
there exist i and j with i �= j such that N+

c (ui)∩N+
c (uj) �= ∅.

Let v ∈ N+
c (ui) ∩N+

c (uj), then both sensors ui and uj can
be charged by the mobile charger if it is located at v, then
d(ui, uj) ≤ d(v, ui) + d(v, uj) = 2γ, this contradicts the
assumption that ui and uj are in an independent set MIS and
their Euclidean distance is strictly greater than 2γ. �

Proof for Lemma 6

Proof: As LOPT is an optimal tour visiting all disks
R(ui, γ) for all ui ∈ MIS, the area ALOP T swept by a disk
of radius 2γ, whose center moves along tour LOPT , cover all
of these disks. This area is bounded as follows.

p · (πγ2) ≤ ALOP T ≤ 4γ · LOPT + π(2γ)2. (12)

Then,

p ≤ 4γLOPT + 4πγ2

πγ2
=

4LOPT + 4πγ

πγ
. (13)

The length of C′ is no more than LOPT + 2γ · |MIS| =
LOPT + 2pγ, as at most the two endpoints of the segment
in the optimal tour going through each disk can be extended
to another closed tour that includes the centers of all disks
centralized at all u ∈ MIS (see Fig. 7). The length |C′| of
the optimal tour C′ going through the centers of disks R(u, γ)
for all u ∈MIS thus is

|C′| ≤ LOPT + p · 2γ

≤ LOPT +
4 LOPT + 4πγ

πγ
· 2γ by Ineq. (13),

≤ (1 + 8/π)LOPT + 8γ (14)

≤ (1 + 8/π)|C∗|+ 8γ as LOPT ≤ |C∗|. (15)

�

Proof for Lemma 7

Proof: We first show the length of tour L(u) is no
greater than

√
2 · Cu, where Cu is the circumference of disk

R(u, 2γ) while Cu = 2π · 2γ = 4πγ (see Fig. 8). As sensors
are randomly distributed in the shadow area of concentric
disks centered at u with radii γ and 2γ respectively. In the
worst case all chosen sensors in V R(u, 2γ) are either at
nearby the circumference of the circle with radius γ or at
nearby the circumference of the circle with radius 2γ, and we
refer to them as the internal-circumference and the outside-
circumference of the two circles centered at u. Let L(u) be
the closed subtour connecting these chosen sensors in Vu in
clockwise order, which forms a zigzag-shape closed tour. The
maximum length of L(u) is calculated as follows.

Fig. 8. An illustration of disk R(u, 2γ) and all disks with radius γ at chosen
sensors (black dots) can cover the sensors in disk R(u, 2γ), where Cu is
the outside-circumference, while the zigzag tour L(u) consists of all chosen
sensors in V R(u, 2γ), which are the black nodes in the shadow (band) area
between the internal-circumference and the outside-circumference of center u.

Since we aim to choose a set Vu of sensors covering all
sensors in the shadow area of two concentric disks centered
at u. In the worst scenario, there are at most Cu

γ = 2π·2γ
γ =

4π sensors located nearby the outside-circumference, corre-
sponding the same number of hypotenuses between the nodes
nearby the internal-circumference and the nodes nearby the
outside-circumference. It can be seen that the length of each
hypotenuse is

√
γ2 + γ2 =

√
2γ. The length L(u) of a

subtour connecting all sensors in Vu thus is no more than
4π · (√2γ) = 4

√
2πγ. Then,

∑
u∈MIS L(u) ≤ 4

√
2πpγ. �

Proof for Lemma 8

Proof: The length |C| of the closed tour C including the
depot v0 of the mobile charger for charging all sensors in V ′
then is no more than

|C| ≤ (|C′|+
∑

u∈MIS

L(u))β

≤ ((1 + 8/π)|C∗|+ 8γ + 4
√

2πpγ)β
≤ ((1 + 8/π)|C∗|+ 8γ

+ 16
√

2(LOPT + πγ))β by Ineq. (13)

≤ [(1 + 16
√

2 + 8/π)|C∗|+ (8 + 16
√

2π)γ]β
as LOPT ≤ |C∗|. (16)

�

Proof for Theorem 7

Proof: We first show the approximation ratio of
Algorithm 4 as follows. Recall that |C∗| is the length of
an optimal tour C∗ to the charging tour length minimization
problem. The length |C| of the closed tour C delivered by
Algorithm 4 is analyzed as follows.

|C|
|C∗| ≤

[(1 + 16
√

2 + 8
π )|C∗|+ (8 + 16

√
2π)γ] · β

|C∗|
by Ineq. (16)

≤ (1 + 16
√

2 +
8
π

)β +
(8 + 16

√
2π)γβ

|C∗|
≈ 39.26 + 118.63γ/|C∗| where β = 1.5,

≤ 40 as γ � |C∗|, γ/|C∗| ≈ 0. (17)
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As γ � |C∗|, the approximation ratio of Algorithm 4
actually is around 40. Notice that the above approximation
ratio estimation is very conservative, and the empirical approx-
imation ratio of Algorithm 4 is no greater than 10.

The construction of auxiliary graph G′ and finding
a maximal independent set MIS in G′ takes O(|V ′|2)
time. Identifying a set Vu of sensors in V R(u, 2γ) for
each u ∈ MIS takes O(|V ′|) time, as each sensor will
be considered at most once. The construction of the closed
tour C based on the identified sensor set MIS ∪ ∪u∈MISVu

takes O(|V ′|3) time, by invoking the Christofides algorithm.
Algorithm 4 thus takes O(|V ′|3) time. �
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